HW: read first chapter of "On Intelligence" ad read two articles off of the website.

Info:
- Turing's Test
- Chinese room test

Write in student web pages and write about articles
- Maybe a few short paragraphs.

Information:
Book reviews can be a good source of information.
Emotion books: Antonio Damasio ask to borrow from Prof.

2001: A space odyssey
Hal = AI computer on the spaceship

New sources and information added to website.
Library/ Resources
- Library => Journal title search
- Project Muse good journal source -> login from lib website
- Don't forget Ez borrow
- and Iliad

Can rent from library

Algorithm -
An unambiguous set of detailed instructions for performing a task.
Program: is just an representation of a program.
Computers input: wrong program = user error
Computer errors are not the computer it's user error because of a incorrect program

Algorithms in the brain?
Does your brain operate by a basic algorithm
Class opinion:
Yes:
- Everyone's algorithm is a little different this in the individual.
- Breathing and other automatic process

No:
Emotion?

Strong AI- believe that mind is an algorithm
Weak AI- do not believe the brain is an algorithm.